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Hepatitis C, CURED

This book shows the journey that Johnny Delirious took to battle Hepatitis. Like any war, you have
to size up your enemy first before you begin your fight. In this partial biography, Johnny brings you
to the front lines of his conflict with Hepatitis C where he will show his step by step recovery journey.
When you read this book, you will take a ring side seat to view his personal, emotional and
therapeutic strategies that helped him eliminate this dreaded disease. For more information about
Johnny Delirious, please go to: www.johnnydelirious.com
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HEPATITIS C, CURED, is not so much a "how to" rid yourself of hep c book, as it is a story of the
author's personal journey with it. It gives you a friend who you can share his experiences with you
so that you feel less alone and so that you feel someone else out there knows what you are going
through.I moderate the yahoo group HepCWebWarriors and I oversee [...] so I am very interested in
this subject.I think it is a great book for those that have decided to pursue natural therapies. He
does give you his regime but it may be difficult to replicate all the components and a bit costly
(though if it worked, it would be worth the money!). However, his actual recommendations to others

are not costly nor do they promote any particular company.This book will inspire you to be proactive
in your search for a cure and to never give up hope.

If you're looking for something that will beat Hep C.... That's where the real gold is in this book!
Johnny tells what he's done and at what point, what is it that turned the tide for him. After reading
this I had a very solid plan to follow, and that's what I needed, since I too have Hep C. After finishing
the book, then researching further, I found that Johnny's potent therapies that took him to a
non-detectable viral load, have taken others there as well. But Johnny wrote it for all to see and
know. Thank you!

I expected much more from the book than I felt it delivered. I would rather have seen more content
and focus on the different treatments undertaken with much more detail about them, than a
commentary about life with a serious diagnosis. I am returning the book to .

Johnny Delirious got well. He beat hepatitis C! As a health care professional I can say that this is
unusual - few people who have been given a death sentence by their doctor survive not just
because the disease is often irreversible but also because they lose hope of recovery. This book
tells how Johnny did it. It gives his story and chronicles his fight with this often fatal disease. It is
written in a clear, straightforward manner that even those who are trying to understand through the
brain fog of hepatitis can grasp. It gives solid information that the reader can relate to in terms of
natural treatment and, most of all, it gives hope;e.g., "Johnny Delirious beat it and so can I". If you or
someone you know suffers with Hepatitis C, get this book. Irene Conlan, R.N., M.S.N.

You will be reading a story about the author's life, including different stages of his life as he came to
contract the disease. Then, he goes on to tell you all the different things that he tried per his own
personal research. As you read, you anticipate learning exactly what he did to be cured of the
hepatitis C, but it leaves you disappointed in the end since the author doesn't completely share the
key to the cure.You will not be reading a step by step guide on what to do to cure yourself of
hepatitis C. You will simply be reading a story containing all the different things that the author did
which ultimately resulted in his being cured. It's inspirational to know that a cure is possible, as the
title already indicates, but don't expect to know precisely how to do so by the end of the reading.
Just expect that you'll be reading somewhat of an infomercial.

This book will give an exposition of how the author failed in every business venture except one.
That one being how he cured his hepatitis c. This book will not share with you how he supposedly
did this, but will provide you with a link where you can find out for a hundred dollars. This book will
share with you the author's megalomania.

This book is a true inspiration of determination &hope. I read this book in one day, I went to work
also. I really enjoyed the book and would recommend it to anyone with hep c. He failed to say how
he supported himself & paid for these treatments.

This is an important book because it offers real hope to victims of who might have thought there was
no hope. If you or someone you know has hepatitis C, this book could be the gift you're looking for.
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